**LEG 9**

**7.1 MI | MODERATE**

**EXCHANGE 9 ADDRESS:** 1533 SW Williams Rd, Powell Butte, OR 97753  
**EXCHANGE 9 GPS:** 44.289871, -121.019586

**DIRECTIONS**

- 0.5 Continue onto SW Houston Lake Rd  
- 4.7 Turn LEFT onto SW Cornett Loop  
- 4.9 Slight RIGHT to stay on SW Houston Lake Rd  
- 5.0 Continue onto SW Houston Lake Rd  
- 5.5 Slight LEFT to stay on SW Houston Lake Rd  
- 7.1 Slight LEFT onto S Williams  
- 7.1 Arrive at Exchange 9

**Total Elevation Gain:** 28  
**Total Elevation Loss:** -287  
**Net Elevation:** -259

Scan for Ride With GPS Map